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Tools

W
Z Guide to self assessment reporting
W Includes several procedures and grids

Z Institutional Evaluation: Rules and Procedures
W Includes interviews’ forms and evaluation timetable

Z On-line platform for reviewing
W Not used in pilot evaluation but now operational
W Includes indicators
W Permits online collaboration during the preparation of
the site visit
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The Expert Tools

W
Z support the reviewers in their work
Z facilitate the preparation work of each reviewer
Z ensure that the site-visit focuses on issues that have
been identified as critical
Z offer helpful information regarding the reviewers’
attitude during the site-visit.
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Sample

W
Standard 3

Teaching and Learning

Assessed
aspect

The institution promotes and offers adequate support for teaching and learning effectiveness. The institutio
promotes active learning, articulates goals, and evaluates student learning based on accepted practices.
Prior to the site-visit
Sub-standards:

Who to
interview?

Does the institution provide evidence for effective teaching in line with academic requests
and learning outcomes?
Does the institution ensure a climate conducive to teaching and learning effectiveness
through qualified faculty, facilities, support units, and administration of institutional affairs?

Questions to
consider

Does the institution provide evidence of student learning opportunities and demonstrate it
is achieving its objectives and reaching a good quality of learning?
Does the institution have procedures whereby it can check that the purpose of any action
that it undertakes, including outside work experience, community service, and mobility, is
to encourage learning by the student?
Does the institution use the most appropriate assessment approach for each course and
learning outcomes?

Available evidence:

Missing evidence :
After the site-visit

Strengths
Aspects for
improvement
Commentary
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Conclusion

W
Z Pros
W
W
W
W

Well written
Very detailed
Flexible
Serve as excellent guides

Z Cons
W Could use samples of evidence to be collected
W Should avoid redundancy
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Thank You
W
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